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PACKING AND UNPACKING. 

The Cloudburst system is the most compact , easy to assemble and easy to use 

fire bucket currently available on todays market. 

 

 

The Carry case is made from the same high quality urethane material as the 

actual bucket and very high quality YKK corrosion proof zippers.  

The Bucket fits snug into the lower half of the clamshell designed bag. 

 

 

The upper half of the clam shell carry bag has a separate compartment for the 

wire strops , li"ing eye, collapsible ring  and all other accessories—effec%vely 

these accessories are separated from the main bucket system and cannot 

damage the bag while in storage or transit. 

 

 

The non-slip, non-scratch an% sta%c bo'om liner protects not only the bucket 

inside , but also the inside of the aircra" when the bucket is being transported 

in the rear of the aircra" when not in use. 

 

The carry case li"ing straps are designed to be easy on the naked hands and 

are comfortable and wide. 

 

 

1 or 2 average people can li" the Cloudburst system with ease. 

 

Per Bucket Size—the Cloudburst is the most compact, easy to assemble and 

easy to pack and transport fire bucket available. 

 

 



PACKING AND UNPACKING. 

With Bambi , the main control head is packed in its own bag , the 

strops  and control head is then placed inside the main bucket body. 

There is no protec%on from the strops for the inside of the bucket and 

o"en the main  control head will tangle with the lanyards and cause 

delays when assembling the bucket when commencing missions. 

 

 

 

 

The Bambi bucket has to be cinched and bound so it fits in the carry 

bag. 

 

 

 

 

The carry bag is very large and very clumber some.-it cannot be li"ed 

by one person 

 

 

 

 

 

O"en it is dragged across the ground causing rips and tears not only on 

the carry bag—but also on the bucket inside. 

 

 

It is very hard to transport larger Bambi buckets in the rear of the air-

cra" if required. 



The Fastbucket is rela%vely easy to pack and unpack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However the lanyards and main control box is not separated from 

the actual bucket and can damage it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The design of the Fast bucket is poor , the lanyards o"en get tangled 

in the complex “concer%na” frame design. This frame design is also 

very prone the corrosion and damage, O"en operators get their fin-

gers jammed in this system. 

 

 

Fast bucket recommend the operator stand on the carry bag to close 

it , this can cause serious damage the bucket system and bend/

deform or break the actual frame inside 

The cheaper material carry bag is also prone to wear. 



Opera�onal performance. 

Due to its aerodynamic “wineglass” design -Cloudburst can be flown at 

100kts empty. This means faster turnaround on mission to a from filling 

sources and onto the fire zone. 

It is recommended in the Bambi opera%onal manual that Bambi cannot 

exceed  80kts empty. 

Fastbucket  cannot exceed  80kts empty. 

Cloudburst has no limita�ons when opera�ng in very high or sub zero tempera-

tures—the systems will work regardless. 



CONTRUCTION AND DESIGN 

The design and construc%on of the Bambi 

system has a lot to be desired. 

It is cumbersome and complex with many 

moving parts that are subject to constant 

replacement. 

 

 

The top edge of the Bambi bucket is simply 

sewn together with no protec%ve lip, it is 

prone to wear and tear. 

 

Like wise the bo'om lip is sewn and glued 

and is subject to leaking. 

 

Eventually sewing and gluing material doe 

not wor. 

The glue gives way and the s%tching rots and 

rips 

 

 

 

 

Material lanyards wear and twist. 

 

 

 

Eventually everything glued will give way to 

the nature of Aerial fire figh%ng 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Because Bambi and Fastbucket have so many mov-

ing parts –they all eventually corrode and wear. 

Unless specified and at extra charge—stainless hard-

ware is used by both Fastbucket and Bambi. 

 

Parts that wear cannot be repaired—they must be 

replaced. 

 

Bambi does not use an% twist wire strops , swages 

are brass and will corrode in chemicals and salt wa-

ter 

The control head is also prone to cracking and bend-

ing. According to the Bambi manual—its must not be 

welded and must be replaced. 

On both Bambi and Fastbucket—the control heads 

are located close to the primary hook of the aircra" 

 

On low skid aircra"—there is a risk of these control 

boxes damaging the hull of the aircra" when land-

ing. 

 

 

 



The Cloudburst system has virtually no moving parts. 

Its is very cleverly designed  to reduce the require-

ment for future parts requirements. 

 

All hardware is marine grade stainless steel—this is 

standard with all Cloudburst buckets. 

 

The stainless steel strops are an% twist and swages are 

protected with corrosion proof heat shrink . 

 

The top edge is moulded around a nylon support cord 

and this is fully sealed. Note how the li"ing clamps are 

shaped around the support cord to provide minimal 

risk of tearing and ripping of the top edge. 

 

Cloudburst systems are not glued or s%tched—they 

are plas�c welded.  This means they are more aerody-

namic , stronger , more robust , far more durable and 

totally resistant to UV ,chemicals and tearing. 

No other Fire bucket system in the world is construct-

ed like this. 

All fiAngs are nyloc and/or loc%ted to prevent tam-

pering or loosening by vibra%on. 

 

Cloudburst systems are totally resistant to UV light , 

Chemicals , Chlorine , Salt Water , Impact damage , 

extreme heat and sub zero temperatures 

 



Valve design 

The Fast bucket only has one valve and 

a very poor swath pa'ern for grass-

land fires. One issue that has come up 

with the Fastbucket is that when the 

control head pistons “bo'om out” the 

Fastbucket will leak. 



Cloudburst uses a complete unique sys-

tem to operate its valve. 

The IRV—Instant Reac%on Valve is spe-

cifically designed and only exists on the 

Cloudburst fire bucket system. 

The Air reservoir is charged by either an 

inline compressor mounted above the 

li"ing hub—or direct from the aircra" 

bleed air system. 

Because the valve is located in the 

bo'om of the bucket—the ability to 

mul% drop loads is faster and more accu-

rate than any other system that current-

ly exists.  

It is also more reliable than any other 

current exis�ng system 

Currently Cloudburst produces two 

types a valve , The Cyclone valve for a 

dense and more concentrated column of 

water and the Monsoon valve which 

delivers a wide swath for grassland fires 

or when ever a wider swath is required. 

Using a clip on skirt (provided fee of 

charge with every Monsoon valve will 

also give the operator a more concen-

trated column of water. 

No other system can currently match 

the performance or reliability of the 

Cloudburst IRV system 

 

 

Note le" - Inline compressor. 



Foam  Discharge 

Bambi has two foam discharge op%ons .  

One system sits in the back of the aircra" and feed foam down to the bucket—Foam de-

tergent is extremely corrosive and should not be stored in the aircra1. 

The second is Sackofoam—a crude clip on op%onal extra that clips into the inside of a 

bucket 

Cloudburst foam bladders are situated down in the actual bucket. 

They are filled by the ground crew externally and can be injected automa%cally by 

using a foam controller or manually by the pilot. 

Cloudburst foam injec%on is automa%cally agitated using air from the IRV system to 

ensure a good efficient foam mix without frothing. 

The foam controller can be mounted anywhere in the 

aircra". 

Spares backup and warranty 

Cloudburst has 24/7 365 days of the year spares coverage and a 15 year 

limited warranty on Cloudburst system. 

Installa�on 
Cloudburst systems can be easily switched from Aircra" to Aircra" with 

iden%cal capabili%es. These are plug and fly fire figh%ng solu%ons. 

Cer�fica�on 
Cloudburst systems are used by many Military and Government depart-

ments worldwide. Because they are completely Je'esonable—they are 

considered  sling load cargo and are only limited by the aircra" and pi-

lots capabili%es 

Training 

Cloudburst contracts some of the worlds best Aerial Fire Fighters and Pilots 

to conduct training worldwide , likewise training is also available for ground 

crew and operators. 




